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At a Glance

	 Digital	technologies	have	upended	production	and	delivery	of	media	content,	as	traditional	media	com-
panies	have	seen	their	viewership	decline	sharply.

	 Now	digital-native	companies	including	Amazon,	Apple	and	Netflix	are	aggressively	investing	in	creating	
their	own	shows	and	movies.

	 That	further	threatens	the	entire	business	model	of	the	incumbent	media	companies,	much	as	online		
retailers	blindsided	traditional	retailers.

	 To	reverse	the	slide,	the	incumbents	need	to	improve	their	capabilities	in	real-time	analytics,	and	to		
define	and	promote	their	network	brands,	not	just	their	individual	show	brands.	

Next questions, Jeopardy fans: Which network produced the hit television show The Big Bang Theory? Which stu-
dio produced Avatar, one of the highest-grossing films in history? You may be struggling to answer. Odds are 
better that you know the major sponsor of this year’s Oscar-winning Roma: online streaming giant Netflix.

That about sums up the challenge for traditional media companies. Digital technologies, and the digital- 
native companies that use them so effectively, have upended the production and delivery of media content. 
Even after two decades (Netflix was founded 22 years ago), many traditional media companies have been slow to 
adapt to the massive shift in channels, processes, ways of working—really their entire business model—caused 
by digital technologies. Many of their moves to date have been reactive, and even those making progress move 
much slower than digital rivals such as Amazon, Apple, Netflix and YouTube. 

True, traditional media networks and studios have moved content onto digital platforms. However, while they have 
experimented with digital offerings, they have tended to anchor the offerings to legacy distribution methods, such 
as the Discovery Go streaming app, which is tethered via authentication to traditional distribution. The incum-
bent companies have not yet fully disrupted the basic model: create and distribute original content to theaters, 
resellers of DVDs and later to TV stations; syndicate to outlets abroad; add profits through ancillary products 
such as action figures, or from advertising.   

Media companies even seeded the field for competitors by licensing their popular content over the past  
decade to Netflix, which used that content to grow into a major disruptive force. For instance, NCIS is a 
popular series on Netflix, and while CBS no doubt has welcomed the cash Netflix pays in the short term, it 
will nonetheless have to deal with the legitimacy and loyalty this show created for Netflix long after the 
checks stop rolling in.

For both cable and broadcast networks, the viewership that underpins these models has been plummeting  
(see Figures 1 and 2). Yet executives apparently pay more attention to what their media peers are doing than to 
the upstarts. Can they reverse the slide and regain viewers and develop new, profitable channels? It depends 
on how quickly they can progress on two fronts: improving their use of data analytics to inform programming, 
and effectively promoting their network brands to earn greater loyalty for the network.
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Figure 1:	Viewership	of	cable	networks	has	declined
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Figure 2:	Viewership	of	broadcast	networks	has	generally	declined
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Hey, big spenders

With the rise of digital platforms, customers now expect nearly instantaneous delivery of content, consumed at 
any time through any channel convenient to them at the moment. They also expect, perhaps unconsciously, for 
content to be curated. Think of Amazon’s “What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?” fea-
ture, and Spotify’s or Pandora’s algorithms that blend quantitative understanding of musical relationships with 
listener preferences. These all shape taste and consumption, and they do so at attractive prices. When Amazon 
buys a few movies and offers them to Prime members for free, plenty of members take them up on the offer.

One valuable asset used effectively by digital natives is reams of first-party customer preference and behavior 
data. For example, Netflix analysis of viewing data informs future decisions and confers a competitive advantage. 
Through its analytics, Netflix has learned that 75% of viewer activity is based on Netflix’s suggestions.  

What the digital natives lack is sufficient content, which explains why they have aggressively created their own 
over the past few years (see Figure 3). Amazon is on track to spend roughly $7 billion on video and music con-
tent in 2019.  Apple last year reportedly outspent Facebook and YouTube, as well as some traditional TV net-
works, in original programming. For Netflix, estimates vary from $8 billion spent on content in 2018 to a Gold-
man Sachs figure of between $12 billion and $13 billion on a cash basis. Some 85% of Netflix’s new content 
spending goes to original series and movies. 

As the balance of power shifts to digital natives, they find profit in different ways. For example, Amazon’s Prime 
membership juggernaut allows the firm to invest with a different calculus than raising ratings and viewership. 
Amazon focuses on retaining and growing the base of Prime customers, who buy more than twice as much as 

Figure 3:	Digital	natives	have	aggressively	invested	in	new	content
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non-Prime households. This growth fuels the company’s equity valuations, which enables Amazon to fund further 
investments. As a result, digital natives are willing to do things that may look irrational when they acquire and 
produce content, sell it and even give it away—putting enormous economic pressure on traditional companies.

The situation is eerily analogous to how retailers were blindsided by digital competitors such as Amazon and 
Alibaba. Amazon focused on acquiring and blending first- and third-party data to personalize both the “con-
tent” (products) that a customer would see, as well as the marketing to find and attract that customer. Many tra-
ditional retailers have either quit the field (Toys “R” Us), exited broad swaths of categories (Best Buy), or have 
invested heavily in both technology and their stores in order to compete for the long run (Nordstrom).

Two ways out: analytics and network branding

For media companies, two opportunities stand out. First, they need to improve their capabilities in real-time 
analytics, using data to make decisions, not justify decisions. That will change how meetings proceed and bud-
gets get set. 

Most major media companies are using online marketing for awareness building. However, few have systemat-
ically acquired, and then used, first-party data to inform more targeted, even personalized marketing and con-
tent delivery. Studios might collect tidbits of customer data, but they do not routinely get it from distributors 
such as movie theaters, Comcast, Amazon Fire or Apple TV. This type of data is crucial to the digital natives’ 
success. Studios will need to invest in creating digital experiences where customers would be willing to give up 
personally identifiable information for something of value: perhaps unique content, advance screenings or virtual 
behind-the-scenes access.

The second opportunity involves better defining and promoting their brands. Currently, most media companies 
have built equity with consumers based on specific shows and movies. Think Big Bang Theory or The Good Doctor, 
or The Avengers. Unfortunately, most consumers don’t know which studio produces which content, with the no-
table exception of Disney in some cases. By contrast, when people refer to “Netflix movies” or “Amazon series,” 
they sound an echo of the past as the programmer brand leads the conversation. Strong brand equity confers 
advantages to the digital natives as they compete for attention in consumer’s minds and viewing habits. Indeed, 
Netflix is the fastest-growing US brand in valuation, according to Brand Finance’s 2019 analysis of public com-
panies worldwide. And the fastest-growing brand globally is iQiyi, the Chinese online video platform that hosts 
between 450 and 500 million monthly active users. 

To build out their brand equity, media companies first have to understand which of the Elements of Value® 
identified by Bain & Company matter most to consumers, and how consumers currently feel each company  
delivers on those elements. Beyond the obvious fun/entertainment, consumers might value the elements of pro-
vides access, nostalgia, variety or even saves time and avoids hassles. Each company will want to develop a differen-
tiated value proposition that consumers find credible, then tie the brand to that proposition by delivering on its 
promise.  Ultimately, the shortcut of a brand can help earn greater loyalty and better economics. No doubt the 
effort could take years, but it allows companies to climb out of the boom-bust cycle of a single hit show or movie 
and draw customers back year after year, even if every show does not rate five stars, because viewers know that 
overall they will have a good experience.

Mastering the use of first-party data and focused brand development and messaging will not cure all ills in the 
media business, to be sure. But in an environment where digital natives are rapidly issuing patents around data 
science and have already built strong brands, these two imperatives are the logical place for traditional media 
companies to start.
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